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Portrait

A look inside the Princely Collections
For more than 400 years, the Princes of Liechtenstein have

that form the basis for a successful partnership with our

been passionate art collectors. The Princely Collections

clients: expertise, reliability and a long-term focus.

include key works of European art stretching over five
centuries and are now among the world’s major private

Illustrations: Willem van de Velde the younger (1633–1707),

art collections. The notion of promoting fine arts for the

detail from “Ships off the coast,“ 1672. © LIECHTENSTEIN.

general good enjoyed its greatest popularity during the

The Princely Collections, Vaduz–Vienna

Baroque period. The House of Liechtenstein has pursued
this ideal consistently down the generations. We make
deliberate use of the works of art in the Princely Collections to
accompany what we do. For us, they embody those values

www.liechtensteincollections.at
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“Being entrusted with your
money is a privilege we never
take for granted.”
Ben Snee, CEO LGT Wealth Management
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Welcome to
LGT Wealth Management
Dear reader
Welcome to LGT Wealth Management. We offer a fresh
approach to wealth management and are committed to
providing a service that exceeds our clients’ expectations.
Treating our clients with respect and managing their
money with conviction is integral to our ethos. Every client
relationship is a long-term partnership built on trust, enhanced
by our transparent approach, resulting in a valued personal
connection. We believe in an alignment of interests and never
lose sight of the fact it is our clients’ money with which we
have been entrusted.
Being part of LGT Group, which is privately owned by the
Princely Family of Liechtenstein, affords us the flexibility of a
long-term outlook. Supported by our forward-thinking owner,
we make ongoing investment into the business to enhance the
experience of our clients. An entrepreneurial approach is part
of who we are which, when combined with the long-term
view and financial strength of LGT Group, makes for a stable
and ever-improving environment where we strive to offer the
best possible service to our clients.
We endeavour to ensure that we never take our clients for
granted and always remember we must continuously earn the
right to look after their wealth.

Ben Snee
CEO LGT Wealth Management

6 Our company

LGT at a glance

Our partnership in 2016 with LGT,
wholly owned by the Princely Family of
Liechtenstein, allowed us to continue
under private family ownership. Our
entrepreneurial approach, together
with LGT’s financial stability, enables us
to make decisions that we believe will
provide long-term benefits for our clients.

Investment expertise dedicated to serving our clients
We combine an in-depth perspective of our clients’
needs with an active approach to investment management.
With access to the key international investment and financial
centres, we can identify and realise attractive investment
opportunities around the world. When it comes to structuring
and managing portfolios, our clients benefit from the
extensive capabilities of our specialists.
LGT Group: financial highlights as at 31 Dec 2021
Assets under administration

GBP million

231 564

LGT Wealth Management (LGT) is a UK-based wealth

Total assets

GBP million

42 842

management firm and is part of the world’s largest

Equity capital

GBP million

4 899

private bank and asset manager owned by a single family,

Total operating income

GBP million

1 727

the Princely House of Liechtenstein, for over 80 years.

Group profit

GBP million

286

Headcount

Private ownership means we take a long-term approach to
wealth management, avoiding short-term actions that may

4 114

Moody’s/Standard & Poor’s ratings
for LGT Bank Ltd., Vaduz

Aa2 /A+

compromise the stability of our firm, and crucially the trust
of our clients.

LGT Wealth Management: financial highlights as at 31 Dec 2021
GBP million

22 300

Long-term strategy and holistic approach

Assets under administration

Private client assets under administration GBP million

16 600

Thanks to our efficient management and organisational

Institutional assets under administration GBP million

5 700

structure, we are able to make decisions quickly and

Headcount

independently. As a company and an investor, we take
a long-term holistic approach, and are actively involved

Conversion rate GBP 1.00 = CHF 1.234222

in promoting the sustainable development of society
and the environment.
Conservative balance sheet and financial stability

Our range of services

n

LGT Group has a healthy balance sheet, a high level of liquidity
and is well capitalised. Our equity capital is significantly above

and institutional clients
n

Wealth planning

n

Alternative investments

n

Investment advisory

n

Financing and loans

the minimum regulatory requirement and reflects the financial
strength of our company, including international comparison.

	Portfolio management services for private

419
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International presence with a local foothold

We offer our private clients access to a range of international

Whether in Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Austria,

booking centres, irrespective of their domicile. Group-wide,

the United Kingdom, Singapore, Hong Kong, Dubai

we employ over 4000 staff in over 20 locations in Europe,

or Bangkok: we have a foothold on the ground and

Asia, the Americas, Australia and the Middle East.

will serve you locally.

Europe

Principality of Liechtenstein, Vaduz

Asia

China, Beijing

Austria, Salzburg, Vienna

Hong Kong SAR

France, Paris

Japan, Tokyo

Ireland, Dublin

Singapore

Switzerland, Basel, Berne, Davos,

Thailand, Bangkok

Geneva, Lugano, Pfäffikon, Zurich
	United Kingdom, Bristol, Jersey,

Australia

Sydney

Middle East

Bahrain, Manama

London, Scotland
America

United States, New York

For all LGT locations, please visit: www.lgtwm.com

United Arab Emirates, Dubai
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“All of us need to
behave more sustainably”
H.S.H. Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein, Chairman, talks about LGT’s continued
success and the importance of digitalisation and sustainability for the bank.
Your Serene Highness, despite the difficult

on further digitalising our platform, as there is still a lot of

environment in 2021, LGT continued its impressive

potential that can be harnessed in a wide variety of areas.

growth of the last ten years. What do you attribute

By skillfully taking advantage of this potential, we want

that to?

to have one of the best offerings in the industry, both

H.S.H. Prince Max: It came as a bit of a surprise to me, but

in terms of value for money and the quality of our advice

I was, of course, very pleased that we were able to attract

and services.

so many new clients and assets despite the difficulties
that arose due to the pandemic. In my view, LGT’s strength

What role does the recent investment in LIQID

and resilience can be attributed to several factors. The

Investments GmbH, Germany’s leading digital asset

most important are probably the stability and strength

manager, play in this context?

of our overall platform and our strong and differentiated

LIQID has a lean but high-quality product and services

investment expertise combined with our high-quality

offering for smaller clients than in traditional private

client service. Our clients clearly appreciate what the LGT

banking. It has a very attractive cost structure thanks to

brand stands for. These characteristics are the result of the

its narrow offering and its higher level of digitalisation.

excellent work that our entire team delivers every day – and

Because LGT and LIQID pursue very complementary

has delivered for many years now.

strategies, we can benefit substantially from sharing
our respective know-how and experience. Although our

“Our clients clearly appreciate
what the LGT brand stands for.”

collaboration is still in the early stages, we are already seeing
that it will help both partners to achieve their different
strategic priorities more quickly.
And how do you see the future role of relationship

Traditional private banking has gained enormous

managers in an increasingly digital world?

momentum through digitalisation. What does this

Fortunately, humans have a strong need for personal

mean for LGT?

relationships. Our clients will continue to want to talk to an

Digitalisation creates great opportunities for LGT, but it

expert, especially when it comes to making important and

also comes with certain risks. Compared to other industries,

complex decisions about matters that involve substantial

the private banking industry – including LGT – is already

uncertainties. There is no doubt that digital advisory

very advanced in terms of digitalisation. This is one reason

services, for example in private banking or medicine, will

there haven’t yet been any major success stories involving

continue to improve and become more customer friendly.

digital private banks. We will, however, continue to focus

I therefore suspect that a large share of our clients will
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returns and help the global economy to become more
sustainable. We have a proprietary tool, the LGT ESG
Cockpit, which assesses the sustainability quality of an
investment. This is very helpful for the initial evaluation of
an investment or even a portfolio, and it’s an e xcellent basis
for more refined analyses. With our Sustainability Rating,
which is based on the Cockpit, we are able to efficiently
support our clients in making their portfolios more socially
and environmentally responsible. In addition, through our
partner company Lightrock, we offer qualified investors
exclusive access to impact investments that generate not
only a financial return but also have a quantifiable positive
social or environmental impact.
Are your clients also showing a growing interest in
A holistic approach: H.S.H. Prince Max von und zu Liechtenstein.

sustainable investments?
Yes, interest has increased significantly in recent years,

want to have both in the future: a personal relationship

and I expect this trend to intensify. On one hand, the ever-

manager, and a digital service offering that is available

increasing political, economic and environmental problems

around the clock and provides digital services and execution

are making it increasingly obvious and urgent, that all of us

for straightforward, standard topics and concerns.

– politicians, society, companies, investors and individuals –
need to behave more sustainably. On the other hand, our

Sustainability is currently a major topic in the banking

clients are also seeing that investments that are socially

world. Banks in particular are seen as having an

and environmentally friendly can generate good returns in

important role to play in the transformation towards

a more sustainable way.

a more sustainable and carbon-free economy. How is
LGT positioning itself in this regard?
It’s important to us that we take a holistic approach.
Holistic means incorporating all aspects and areas of

The Princely House of Liechtenstein

our company. We’re therefore not just focusing on

The line of descent of the Princely Family of Liechtenstein

our operations, but on our investment activities, our

began with Heinrich I of Liechtenstein (1216–1265), who was

investment advisory services and our influence as an

given freehold ownership of the baronial estate of Nikolsburg

opinion leader in the area of sustainability.

in South Moravia from King Ottokar of Bohemia. In 1699,

As a bank, LGT’s own investments and those of

Prince Johann Adam I acquired the Lordship of Schellenberg,
followed by the county of Vaduz in 1712. In 1719, the territories
were united and elevated to the status of Imperial Principality

its clients are the areas where it has the greatest

of Liechtenstein. Today, the Principality of Liechtenstein is a

leverage in terms of supporting positive social

constitutional monarchy and sovereign state in the heart of

and environmental development. How are you

Europe. As the head of the Princely Family and also the head of

approaching this?
We want to optimise investments around three
dimensions: risk, return and sustainability. In other words,
we want to invest in companies that achieve high financial

state, the reigning prince exercises sovereign authority together
with the people. The Princely Family is active politically and
pursues numerous business activities. It is a keen advocate of
the arts, sciences and social welfare. www.fuerstenhaus.li

“Investment decisions
are driven by hopes,
fears and dreams
as much as by facts
and analysis.”
Ben Snee, CEO LGT Wealth Management

Two sides, one story 11

Two sides,
one story
Wealth has many facets,
as does its management.

Working with the Princely Collections
For more than 400 years, the Princes of Liechtenstein have
been passionate art collectors. The Princely Collections
include key works of European art stretching over five centuries

There is the process: the analysis of risk and opportunity
and the examination of financial instruments. There is
the science: the knowledge and experience that distils

and are now among the world‘s major private art collections.
We make deliberate use of the works of art in the Princely
Collections to accompany what we do.

meaning from the limitless flow of data. And there is the

The following pages introduce the cornerstones that underpin

art: of constructing portfolios, managing investments

our wealth management ethos. We have chosen artworks from

and growing wealth.
These are tasks at which the rational, left-hand side of
our brains excel and they are the essence of our wealth
management process. But they are only half the story.
Investment decisions are driven by hopes, fears and dreams
as much as by facts and analysis. We realise that wealth
has social and human dimensions that are nurtured by the
emotional right-hand side of our brain.
Understanding the full picture, looking at it from left and
right, is what we do at LGT. We share your wish to reach
a greater understanding of your wealth planning needs.
Empowering you to realise your unique aspirations is the
objective of our relationship.

the Princely Collections to help bring these values to life.

Joseph Danhauser (1805–1845), detail from “The great elephant“
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Trust

We stand by our beliefs and will only invest with conviction.
By looking at the whole investment market, we ensure the
advice we give is impartial and most appropriate for you.
We operate for our clients – sales targets do not drive us.
Our fees are always transparent, and we take full responsibility
for managing your portfolio and monitoring risk. We want
nothing to cloud our judgement or colour our advice because
trust is paramount.
Our people are our brand and they uphold the values of
honesty and integrity at all times. We never lose sight of the
fact that it is your money in our care. If we do not manage
your portfolio to the best of our ability and in line with your
expectations, then we do not deserve to manage it at all.

“We want nothing to cloud our
judgement or colour our advice
because trust is paramount.”
Trust

Pompeo Girolamo Batoni, workshop, detail from “Double portrait of Emperor Joseph II and his brother Leopold, Grand Duke of Tuscany”, 1769
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Stability

We are one of the few global wealth management
firms in private ownership. Founded in 2008, we are a
UK-based partnership, wholly owned by the Princely Family
of Liechtenstein.
We have access to a range of international booking centres
and have offices in the world’s key financial markets. Our
private ownership ensures a long-term outlook and financial
stability, which together with a shared vision, creates the
essence of our business.
Our fresh approach to wealth management focuses on
building lasting partnerships with our clients and their
families, developing trust through transparency in all of our
actions, and maintaining our entrepreneurial spirit. As a
result, we always take a long-term approach to our decisions,
avoiding short-term actions that may compromise the stability
of our firm, and crucially, the trust of our clients.

“Our private ownership ensures a long-term
outlook and financial stability, which
together with a shared vision, creates the
essence of our business.”
Stability

Elisabeth Vigée-Lebrun, detail from “Portrait of Princess Karoline von Liechtenstein as Iris”, 1793
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Flexibility

Our investment offering for clients is bespoke.
We build your portfolio based on the direction you
want to take and what you want to achieve aligned
with the level of risk you are prepared to take.
The core element of our philosophy is disciplined asset
allocation across the full spectrum of asset classes and
the permanent risk monitoring of portfolios. Our processes
are based on achieving your goals while working entirely
within your risk parameters.
We know there is a sliding scale in all of us, one that moves
between the desire for complete control and our wish to take
a step back.
Granting you the freedom to choose the level of investment
that suits you is fundamental to how we manage your
wealth. Striking the appropriate balance between risk and
return is essential. Our process starts with you and ends with
your portfolio.

“Our processes are based on achieving your
goals while working entirely within your risk
parameters because we know there is a
sliding scale in all of us.”
Flexibility

Joseph Höger, detail from “View of Lake Gmunden near Ebensee”, 1836
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Expertise

The ethos of our business has allowed us to attract some
of the best talent in our industry, drawing together in-depth
experience from multiple disciplines. We pride ourselves
on our team’s technical capability, knowledge and skills.
Along with this, they share a strong sense of collaboration.
We believe knowledge pooled fosters more intelligent,
more informed decisions. The highest levels of professionalism
are essential.
We also understand the importance of strong personal skills.
While our backgrounds may be different, we share a defined
set of values: a friendly, open attitude to client relationships,
a willingness to embrace new ways of working and a desire
to work towards our clients’ best interests. This allows us to
provide personal and actionable advice so you can make the
most informed decisions for the long term.

“The highest levels of professionalism are
essential yet we also understand the
importance of personal skills.”
Expertise

Johann Dallinger von Dalling the Elder, detail from “White horse being shod, with the Liechtenstein coat of arms in the background”, around 1740
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Commitment

The increasingly complex world of investment demands
increasing levels of specialisation. Our Investment Committee
analyses the macroeconomic outlook with an eye on the
future and determines an overall asset allocation as a guide to
our investment managers. This is coupled with our specialist
committees, which assess all asset classes, determining the
optimum implementation options. This coordinated approach
helps your investment manager to focus on you, implementing
only what is right for you.
We know there is no typical client. Every single one is
unique and we strive to deliver a personalised service to
match your individual situation. Your investment manager
and their team will focus on your requirements and tailor
solutions to your needs. We fit the portfolio to you, never
the other way around.

“Our committed approach helps your
investment manager to focus on you,
implementing only what is right for you.”
Commitment

“A wealth of skills but
a single philosophy.”
Ben Snee, CEO LGT Wealth Management
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Our services

Our investment philosophy is simple.
With a mind on what has happened
in the past, we look ahead to assess
what may happen in the world,
gauging the possible impact of
events on future returns.

Portfolio management
Set the level of your investment and the level
of your involvement

Our approach is simple. We offer informed, objective advice
based on your aspirations and calibrated against the level of
risk you are comfortable with. We create a bespoke portfolio
to meet your requirements. We recognise that everyone has
their own preference as to how they wish their money to be

The world is changing fast and asset classes

managed, so we allow you to choose precisely how involved

that may have performed well in the past

you are with the daily management of your assets:

may not do so in the days and years ahead,
especially in a low interest rate environment.

Discretionary Portfolio
Our investment process defines the structure of these

We look for areas of the market that we believe will

portfolios, but the day-to-day management is given

respond well to future economic and political stimuli

to your personal investment manager. This is the choice

and allocate the portfolio weightings accordingly.

for clients who wish to delegate all investment decisions

We have always striven to reduce the opacity of

to someone else.

the investment industry. We believe that many overly
complex investments rarely deliver positive outcomes

Advisory Portfolio

for clients. Often they are designed to meet the needs

Maybe you prefer to be more involved with both the

of the firm selling them with little regard for the investor.

investment strategy and the daily decisions. Your
investment manager will have an understanding of

As our role is to invest on your behalf, quite simply,

your objectives and sensitivity to risk, and will match

if we cannot understand how an investment can

investment ideas accordingly. No transaction will be

provide benefits to you, we will not use it. We are

executed without your prior agreement.

unlikely to hold investments or invest in a geographic
area simply because a benchmark does. We invest

Execution Only Portfolio

where we believe we will add value to you, either

This enables you to retain full control over your investments

to mitigate risk or to deliver a positive return over

by making use of our dealing and custody service.

the expected period.
Sustainable Portfolio
We are conscious that risk has different meanings

For those considering the social and environmental

to different people. It might mean the loss that could

impact of their investments, we offer a discretionary

occur, an investment not keeping pace with inflation,

investment service, comprising three core risk profiles,

or a lack of liquidity when you need it. It is our job

which maintains a focus on sustainability. The service

firstly to ensure that we understand what it means

specifically incorporates themes such as climate change,

for you and then to try to deliver the right outcome.

resource depletion, healthcare and education.
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Private Office

Wealth planning

A well-run company has a clear view of the road

A dream without a plan remains a dream

ahead. Shouldn’t a family have the same?
This service is dedicated to the provision of financial
Our Private Office delivers a fully outsourced family

planning to individuals, companies, partnerships and

office service that goes beyond investment decisions

trusts. We present you with a personalised strategy to

to address the full range of your family’s needs. Made

structure your short, medium and long-term plans, all

up of professionals with wide ranging backgrounds

within the parameters of your financial resources. We

from accounting to investment banking and law, our

have the specialist expertise and experience to guide you

team offers a genuinely holistic and highly distinctive

through the financial landscape to effectively implement

service. Think of us as an outsourced family office,

a plan that will meet your financial goals.

one that is fully dedicated to serving you and the
people you most care about.

Our proactive and long-term approach with clients means
we periodically review the progress of your recommended

We believe, and experience confirms, that offering

strategy and can discuss any changes needed as a result

a service in the round relieves the burden on family

of legislation, or your personal circumstances. When

members dealing with issues as diverse as investment

providing advice we consider the whole of the relevant

and legacy planning. We help add structure and

market to identify the solutions which best suit you. We

clarity to family affairs, particularly where the divergent

are happy to work closely with your other professional

interests and priorities of several stakeholders has

advisers, such as tax or legal advisers, to ensure that we

led to overwhelming confusion and complexity.

are all working in your best interests.

Our team works collaboratively with you, and with each

Our service includes advice in the following areas:

other, bringing decades of experience to bear across the

pension accumulation and retirement planning,

three pillars of our service: wealth strategy, investing and

inheritance tax planning and devolving wealth to future

illiquid assets. We can take care of the minutiae, at the

generations, providing for school fees and assisting

same time presenting you with honest, actionable advice

non-UK domiciled and non-resident clients to arrange

to help you deal with the day-to-day as well as plan with

their affairs in a tax compliant manner. We also provide

confidence for the long term.

a fully tailored service to help entrepreneurial families
navigate their business, ownership and family structures
through the creation of a dynamic governance framework
and succession strategy, with the aim of ensuring the
family’s shared values, vision and aspirations are sustained
across generations.
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Institutional portfolios

Fiduciary management

The clarity of an independent observer,

A carefully defined approach, for your benefit

with the understanding of an intimate insider
We appreciate every pension scheme has its own unique
No two institutional clients are the same. Whether the

set of circumstances. Therefore we take the same bespoke

institution is a straightforward limited structure, a financial

approach we take with our individual clients.

mutual or general insurer with more complex capital
efficiency requirements, or a charity, we take the same

Our dedicated team offers specialist advice to trustees and

bespoke approach as with our private clients.

their professional advisers with the main point of contact
always being the decision-maker, someone with a specialist

The specialist advice we offer through our dedicated

knowledge of defined benefit pensions.

team is based on gaining an intimate knowledge of your
organisation, however large it may be. Understanding

We work closely with you to gain a comprehensive insight

your firm’s history, ambitions and culture is crucial as we

of the scheme’s liability and cash flow profile, the appetite

view the investment portfolio in the wider context of your

and capacity for risk and the strength of the supporting

business. We work in partnership with your advisers to

sponsor covenant. We agree a relevant benchmark or

deliver a cohesive and holistic service that you and your

targeted return objective with you. Our ongoing strategic

Board can trust.

guidance ensures a close partnership as we work to meet
your specific requirements.

We know that equity, alternatives and fixed income
investment management are very different disciplines

Our dedicated focus is not only on the results but on you,

and therefore require particular expertise. Our team has

the trustee.

specialists in each asset class working together to deliver
a cohesive approach for the benefit of your stakeholders.
We can also provide active management of your cash.
We understand that for an institutional client, reporting
and operational support can be as important as the
portfolio itself. We know that effective risk management,
efficient management of your capital, in-depth regulatory
knowledge and a tailored reporting solution are critical
foundations to every proposition. As part of our service
to you, we provide a bespoke reporting suite to fit your
business model including a full Solvency II solution if
needed, which is clear, consistent and timely.
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International

Alternative investments

An international reach with an individual focus

The road less travelled can be the road
more rewarding

Our bespoke international wealth management
service provides access to our best investment thinking,

We can help you explore investment opportunities in a

specifically structured for UK resident non-domiciled clients

wide variety of alternative asset classes including single

and non-UK resident clients. We work with international

company and fund-based private equity structures,

individuals and families with complex financial affairs

asset-backed lending transactions and unregulated

providing a personal service, tailored to each client.

hedge funds. Whether you are a high-net-worth individual,
a professional investor or a larger family office client,

Our multi-platform custodial arrangements allow

our in-house specialists can provide you with access to

jurisdictional diversification based on your specific

unquoted assets on a basis that will be tailored directly to

requirements. Our local presence in the UK ensures that you

your own personal risk-return criteria, your domicile and

have on the ground support available whenever required.

taxation related parameters, and your targeted investment
time horizon.

We are able to work with any professional advisers
you already have relationships with, to coordinate your

As entrepreneurs and private market participants ourselves,

financial affairs. However unique your requirements,

we have a highly developed understanding of the broad

whether they are investments, loans (Lombard or real

ranging issues facing investors in fast growing unquoted

estate), banking or advice, we are able to tailor a solution

companies and other less liquid assets. From a transaction

to your needs.

origination perspective, we work with a carefully selected
group of third party, FCA regulated, product providers
to ensure that our own in-house expertise in the
alternative investment markets is complemented with wide
ranging input from best in class external specialists and
discretionary fund managers.
While the less liquid investments in which we specialise
have the clear potential to deliver significantly higher
investment returns than their mainstream quoted
counterparts, unsurprisingly they can also generally be
expected to involve a higher degree of risk to capital, and
the assessment, control and communication to our clients
of the risks involved is a fundamental part of the private
markets service that we provide.
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Offshore

LGT Wealth Management US

Wealth may be offshore, but it should never be

While the world shrinks, our ambitions expand

all at sea
LGT Wealth Management US, a specialist subsidiary of
Our investment managers in Jersey have extensive

wealth management firm LGT Wealth Management UK LLP,

offshore wealth management experience. From Jersey,

was set up specifically to help clients with personal and

we offer wealth management services to local Channel

financial connections to the US. We help our clients to

Island residents and international markets where we

overcome the jurisdictional constraints of managing their

work with private clients, fiduciaries, pensions, institutions

wealth under multiple tax regimes.

and charities.
We believe that having a global perspective is the best
We understand that your requirements are unique to you.

way to achieve our clients’ goals. That is why we offer

Our global investment services are available in all major

two ways of investing that have an international approach

currencies, providing clients with a focused discretionary

at their core. We offer a bespoke solution tailoring the

portfolio management service. In addition to providing

portfolio to your individual requirements and risk profile,

our discretionary services, we also offer advisory and

taking into account currency exposure, tax constraints

execution services.

and your lifestyle requirements.

Our offshore model portfolio service for clients of

Where appropriate, we also offer a model portfolio

professional advisers can be accessed through our own

service that provides a cost-effective investment solution

custodian arrangements or via various leading offshore

via a range of risk-rated models that take into account

platform providers. Our primary focus is to meet

global tax implications and investment constraints.

your objectives through a high conviction, active and
unconstrained investment approach, with an emphasis

Our international expertise means that we can help

on delivering attractive risk adjusted returns.

construct and implement investment strategies that
are tax efficient under both US and UK tax systems.

LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited is a wholly owned

To assist with your tax reporting obligations, we provide

subsidiary of LGT Wealth Management UK LLP.

separate tax packs for the different tax years.
LGT Wealth Management US Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK and
is a Registered Investment Adviser with the Securities &
Exchange Commission in the US.

David Ryckaert, detail from “House music”, 1650

“We value each of our clients
and put their interests at the
heart of our business.”
John Jopp, Partner and Head of Front Office
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In London

In Bristol

Our number: +44 (0)20 3207 8000

LGT Wealth Management UK LLP

LGT Wealth Management UK LLP

Our website: www.lgtwm.com

14 Cornhill

15 Queen Square

London

Bristol

EC3V 3NR

BS1 4NP

In the Channel Islands

Our US specialists

LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited

LGT Wealth Management US Limited

Charles Bisson House

14 Cornhill

30-32 New Street

London

St. Helier, Jersey

EC3V 3NR

JE2 3TE

Important information
LGT Wealth Management UK LLP is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(“FCA”). Our regulation details are set out in
the FCA register: Firm Reference No: 471048;
register.fca.org.uk/. Registered in England and
Wales: OC329392. Registered office: 14 Cornhill,
London, EC3V 3NR.

US Securities & Exchange Commission (“SEC”).
Our regulation details are set out in the FCA
register: Firm Reference No: 585547; register.
fca.org.uk/ and the SEC Investment Adviser
Public Disclosure: www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/
IAPD/Default.aspx. Registered in England and
Wales: 06455240. Registered Office: 14 Cornhill,
London, EC3V 3NR.

LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited is
incorporated in Jersey and is regulated by the
Jersey Financial Services Commission in the
conduct of Investment Business and Funds
Service Business. Registration number: 102243;
www.jerseyfsc.org/industry/regulated-entities,
Registered office: 30-32 New Street, St Helier,
Jersey, JE2 3TE

This publication is marketing material. It is for
information purposes only. Certain services
described herein are not available to retail
clients as defined by the FCA or the JFSC, as
applicable; please speak to your investment
adviser for further clarification in this regard. All
services are subject to status and where local
regulations permit. The wording contained in
this document is not to be construed as an offer,
advice, invitation or solicitation to enter into any
financial obligation, activity or promotion of
any kind. You are recommended to seek advice

LGT Wealth Management US Limited is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
and is a Registered Investment Adviser with the

concerning suitability from your investment
adviser. Any information herein is given in good
faith, but is subject to change without notice
and may not be accurate and complete for
your purposes. This document is not intended
for distribution to, or use by, any individual or
entities in any jurisdiction where such distribution
would be contrary to the laws of that jurisdiction
or subject any LGT Wealth Management entity to
any registration requirements. When we provide
investment advice it is on the basis of a restricted
approach that is to say, whilst we review and
advise on retail investment products from the
whole of the investment market.
Investors should be aware that past performance
is not an indication of future performance, the
value of investments and the income derived
from them may fluctuate and you may not receive
back the amount you originally invested.

Josef Höger, detail from “View of Weissenbach am Attersee,” around 1836
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